
store to get some technologies for my project. The shop assistant convinced me to keep my Archive connected to the Internet but I did manage to buy a cable to use two monitors out of my
stationary computer alone. I also managed to print the pictures of my exhibition to include in my show room and went forth also printing a mug with me drinking from a mug as well as a poster
of three years brushing my teeth for the Webshop part of my project also to be shown as part of the Visning. We then went home rather anxiously to hear from Myrthe. She thought the interview
went well but felt that the interviewers (the parents of the Anglo Dutch boy August played with a couple of weeks back), they were serious and demanding form her to help writing applications
and so forth... not really an ideal for her I guess. I then got a little low mood on my destiny in this cold and modern country filled with rednecks. I also no longer had the material for my lecture
on early cinema and will have to remake the presentation... Later I kept working on my Visning solving a few things like getting the two screen to work and setting up the Archive. August
meantime was super playful all the way back to Stockholm where he kept seeking for interaction but I was not really up to it feeling cold and with my right ankle still inflamed. Now back home
alone... 

I woke up early today and did a proper update of my project. It was sunny out and I even managed to go out running before showering and rushing to the university to give once again my three
hours lecture on early cinema. These academics seems really redundant. They get one lecture straight and they repeat it till the rest of their career while I feel more keen in bringing in new
knowledge and insight at every lecture... what a fossilization!!! The lecture went well though and I really pushed the students to think about the potential these avantgardes where striving for, a
little bit also my struggle to to push for the potential, struggle because of all the fossils and stagnation I have to deal with. Today I also started feeling a bit uncertain about this all relationship
with Myrthe after she showed me how inflexible she is in shifting out of her culture and mature something new between me and her. Another fossil? I have the impression that she wants the easy
social life that I don't want as I really now start to long for the easy natural life of the Southern shores... I just don't want to end up into yet another complication. Anyhow, I did manage to go to
the gym today where I met some Italian speaking girls. Ludmilla, the Russian colleague instead asked me to join the International students for a drink and also Jacek asked me to go out but given
the little drawings I have done in the last evenings, I am on my way home now, lonely like a dog but longing for solitary adventures in more remote and dramatic environments...

I woke up with very nice and intense dreams. I also had some good ideas about how to set up extra equipment on my show-room and so i spent quite some time solving a few technical problems
while Myrthe tried to contact me but I was not really up to it so much, feeling quite hurt of the fact that she decided to keep in her own little reality without wanting to create anything new with
me. She tried to talked with me further but I really felt like wanting to be alone. The issue is that I could have a girl to make love to once in a while but I am just not the type. Later I went to town
to buy a few extra things for my frantic construction after which I sat in the public library where Myrthe wished to call me. I was most sweet to her reassuring that everything is fine but I have a
house and a kid here and she is now totally decided that she will not come my way ever. Sometime I feel like guided by providence to show how much I am ready to give up even the dearest
things I have such as my son and my project. Then providence reassure me that I don't have to. In the same way, to follow the intuition that providence has provided me, I had to give up many a
things in my life. Girls I did mostly when absorbed in my work, like writing a novel and I feel that now is the same as I am sort of, in a Shining fashion, willing to just be by myself and conduct a
solitary living. I am very impressed of the independence I have gathered in my job for instance, disconnecting myself quasi completely from it, as if I fly over things I do not find worth. Myrthe
is a very nice angel  and I scared her away like I have scared away Liselott as soon as I got my first stable salary and my willing to create resurrected... what a thing I have within me! In the
afternoon I anyhow managed allot of setting up of the show-room and now I am off to Brett and Jacek for a short dinner. I will sleep over so that tomorrow I can take the train to Karlstad where a
mandatory university course will take place. 

A night spent sleeping on the floor at Jacek and Brett.I was up very early and did some work prior hitting the road to Karlstad by train. It has been a gloomy day and I was editing allot of images
on the train for the Juvenil part of my project which inspired me to set on the road again in the nearby future and explore the world. I am just not done to seat in café and socialize and thus start
feeling that all these trips ahead of me to the Netherlands, now that Myrthe is not coming my way, are getting purposeless. I am not angry or anything, I just feel very clinic about it as I need to
keep one foot close to August and I wish the other foot to hit mountains or something anyway more elevating than flattened artificial lands. Jacek tells me to wait and I think I will keep silent and
not address Myrthe for some time. I feel I do want an intimate life with very few good friends, August and one day maybe a companion that is ready to follow me and leave everything behind...
alas Myrthe is not that girl and it was good for me to push things really much forward in order not to fall in the same ten years mistake as it happened with Liselott, leaving with only one illusion,
that of the countryside, and being suddenly turned down and blocked in any of my attempts to realize it. Anyhow, today my arrival in Karlstad was rather pleasant as I found a rather empty city,
very spacious, with a thin air and a beautiful river where I was taking several films. Walking on the nice grass a Bosnian old man stopped me to tell me all sort of hilarious things, like the man
from Olmi's movie "The Scavengers". He was going around with one picture of his beautiful country and one picture of a young Swedish girl... his heart too teared from one side to another, like
me also a victim of technology and the more or less explicit wars coming with it. I really like to get back to recharge my batteries and be totally disconnected, just now properly take care of my
drawings and of my Journal writing... it is a bit scary though to think that if one day I will die, nobody will kind of notice but perhaps August.

I write about yesterday during a plain lecture here in the beautiful university of Karlstad. There was a full day of lectures yesterday to and I did not do any of the readings but still was one of the
most active participants and was very confronting with the fact that these professors establish their fields and really colonize it, making any meaningful discussion possible but within the little
club they create. So, in this narrow mindedness I was able also to do a little bit of my own work, labeling my images. I was talking a bit to the other students and I had a feeling that they suggest
me to resist in the field so that I can get a job but I feel that there is too much confrontation between these academic farmers and me, a shepherd. I later went off for a little walk with Jacek along
the city river and ate some food at a pub with all the participants but at last decide to go back to my room, say goodnight to Myrthe, draw and then go straight to bed, feeling totally exhausted by
the unbalanced abuse of passive intellectualism occurring in these narrow fields.

Another day listening to lectures by the professors of media studies of Sweden, the aristocrats who ha claimed the field and who are advocating who the bigger aristocrats are, creating a royal
hierarchy that gets completely on my nerves. My strategy is that of being most passive, comply with the instruction but disobey in terms of content and attempt to assimilate as little as possible
from these Cains. Anyhow, today I had a feeling that it could be in fact nice to be accepted to the more artistic doctorate to which I have applied. Other than that it can also work for me to do
things more ethnographically but it is really discouraging to have to pay homage to the landowners. I feel highly revolutionary in this respect about the Academic proletariat. Luckily I had Jacek
on my side and we often made fun of these people but he was less indignant than me. Anyhow, I did manage some computer work in the end and also did some drawings later while waiting with
Jacek for the train. We have been really intimate with one another these days, taking a walk and sharing food on the train but now he is off is way, South. Apparently that might be also a
direction for me as in his university they encourage practice based research. I came to Sweden to build my Virtual world and hopefully I will get out of it with it, my bounty and probably, finally,
the simulation of my lost Ithaca. Now home, a long walk ahead from the Södertälje south to my place, than a bath and preparation for my early trip to Italy, already tomorrow...

In Vicenza at  place after a night spent at the bus station and latter at the airport waiting for the plane with only few minutes of sleep since I first talked to a woman from Puglia and
then a guy from Trieste, both seeking for opportunities in Sweden. It feels weird that once again, after a good half a century, Italy is becoming again this immigrant country. I felt it much earlier
but my lack was rather a need to pursue a certain project which had no possibility in the country. It was nice indeed at  and the weather was quite mighty but one is quickly reminded
of the close mentality and particularly of the fanciness and fashion I detected walking in the nice streets of ancient Vicenza, a poshness that is, in my opinion, at the base of a recession, most of
all a cultural and spiritual one. Without much sleeping, I was back from my afternoon walk to pick up my little nephew  with  Together we went to the Fiumon lake in the
beautiful hills. Everything was indeed really beautiful there but I am for once, again reminded that I am foreign there and perhaps my only place is my native highland where I grew if nothing
else. The Netherlands in this respect might be in fact a good compromise but will see as I now have hopes that I might get enrolled into the art doctorate. I did not work today on my doctorate but
instead concentrated on little playing with her very easily as if I am also a kid, and inventing stories also for bed time...

A very nice day, waking up feeling rather empty and eventually with some regrets that I took wrong decisions in life. It was sunny out but I had to go to the dentist, the old family dentist who
started talking to me to then realize that  gave the wrong time. I then took the chance to go to the hills in the beautiful Monteviale, where I used to paint some twelve years ago and
probably had the best summer of my life. The villa I borrowed to paint was gone and that made me rather sad to see how these Italians speculate with their lands as now they are building a much
bigger house taking over the vineyard where I did all my action paintings. Once back home the environment was not the happiest.  was rather cold abut I felt happy inside for the
beautiful walks on the hills which made me understand what I really want in life: a little field to cultivate, with a view of my native alps. I could maybe save money up North and the come back
South and start my life back from there. Back at the dentist I was very talkative and told the Finato family running the business allot of my adventure without the complex of inferiority I usually
have with older people. At home I went with little and to eat some nice ice cream also to stop the bleeding from my extracted wisdom teeth. Latter my old best friend Francesco
called to get me go for a run to the beautiful Monte Berico, a bit of his religion, a ritual he does very often, trying to escape from work. Everyone it seems is here very enslaved by
their jobs and I have to make sure not to become like them but keep my poetic autonomy to a certain extent. At home I talked a bit with Myrthe and she refused a job offer she got from the
Rudolf Steiner school in Sweden so screw also that... I sincerely don't know what to do after this and will just keep very casual with her...

A day of sun, at least at the beginning and I wanted to go out but ended up chatting allot with Myrthe. She sees that our relationship cannot work, she get really close, like a turtle pulling her head
in, it is pure crisis since I start to be nice and sweet with her but in reality the fact that she has decided not to come my way has completely killed me and I do want to leave her but can't and try to
think that things will be all right. So not my body, but my very heart is split in three, in the North is my son, in the center my girl and in the south my family. If I was cold enough I would be able
to take the situation lightly and spend dome time here and there but with Myrthe I can't, I can't think of her somewhere else with someone else most of our time. I am sure it is better like this, it is
more productive but what a struggle in my heart. Today I kept on the computer then and wrote some papers for the useless pedagogy course and moved on doing the logo for my family new
company.  also asked me to be part of it and I felt almost ready to give up all the shit and just move here, close to my mountains at last but it is not time yet... I am so pissed about
Myrthe not giving up anything for us. I really don't know what to do with her and everyone told me to wait... Anyhow, in the afternoon I went with little  to the city center where 
had bought me a ticket to visit a Monet exhibition. Luckily there were not only Monet and I could enjoy the amazing work of Canaletto and some other Dutch painters in the wasted Basilica of
the city where I have been often fantasizing to have my work exhibited. What shocked me the most instead was a demonstration of the secessionist. I was at first excited about them but then got
scared about what they are up to, restoring the Venice Republic and speaking the Venetian dialect... really scary indeed... The orators went on and on and on with all their populism and hopefully
it will stay contained and to the degree it is needed to keep a certain balance in the country. After a pizza with  and her family I went with Franceso to his friends all out drinking. It is
there that I have realized how far I am from these people, working and then going out, in the sort of culture in which is Myrthe and from which she cannot get out. I anyhow met some interesting
guys, good people worth meeting once in a while but I at last just wanted to get home to my bed and dreams and go to bed without wishing any good night to the Dutch prince.  

An easy day, waking up and asking Myrthe my apologies for the kind of reaction I felt yesterday night, about being home and abandoned by her, demanding for a resolution. I will go for the
complication and leave with it, just keep up even though it is psychologically over taking and there is no guarantee things might work out. Well, I felt very much better in my heart after
reconciliating with Myrtina, who in the end I love too much to leave. In the morning I did manage to scan quite some many family pictures and latter say properly goodbye to my sisters and little

 also gave me a little massage in my painful back... I kind of feel sometime it might be the back and my physical conditions the reason for my negativity... I shall keep up with my
physical exercise without however going to the other extreme and feel a super hero who needs no one. After the scanning  took me to the airport. talked and moralized a
great deal but he felt a little distant in some ways. I could however relate to him rather well and keep up the dialogue without letting himself take over. On the way back I met a young guy from
Trieste I met on the way there and we talked again for sometime before I felt asleep. Now I am with little sweet August and I feel happy we have allot of time to live together still as Myrthe
decided to keep there and me here...

I had a little bit of an hard time to wake up today but I did it and it was rather early. I had time to throughly update my project before August woke up and then we took a walk to the mall where I
let him eat some fast food ice cream despite the cold spring here and then off we went shopping more stuff for the show room including wooden panels, a cheap machine to saw them (last time it
was way too time consuming by hand) and even a surf tablet, the sixth monitor of the show-room where I will present the making of it. The stuff was rather heavy to carry home by public
transport and luckily August was very quiet and nice, reaching home and going to bath while I was once again making a mass, sawing, putting shelves, tearing textiles but at last I cleaned up
everything and all start looking quite good, particularly now with the sun setting right in front of me, with the commuter train working as the horizon line. I am very eager to start but have not
heard anything from Stina, my new supervisor. I feel always rather convinced that one day they will kick me out and it does take some courage do go one's own way, making something
interesting and not totally conventional. Meantime I have been chatting a bit with my special other three, Myrthe, Jacek and  but now it is time to take care of August although I have to
answer some e-mails for an upcoming conference!

A very sunny day working really hard in the morning on my project and also sending out some presentation proposal to a "quantified self" conference, whatever that means. I still felt rather
anxious to get work done in my show-room and tried to combine that with August by walking out to the sunny Södertälje and get a few things done such as also getting the smart phone I have
got from  to work. I have it to be closer to her and to Myrthe, hopefully it won't take up my brain but it is anyway easier to use than to waste my working laptop on socializing. It was
rather harsh to be in the immigrant town with August and then walk over a busy road to the print shop where I got some prints going but afterwards it was nice to find a way through the
cemetery, an old neighborhood and the forest where Myrthe and him where so good friends a year ago, playing spontaneously. August and I did play very spontaneously this time, throwing
cones at one another and then looking at the sea birds catching fishes next to a small dige. The day ended really well then and much was done during this Easter vacation together although we
have not really thought about Easter itself and what it means... I do read some gospel to August but maybe we should also watch a little movie tonight on Jesus or something...

A day updating my project rather later after waking up in the middle of the night, briefly with a Myrthe related nightmare. I then set down to answer a few e-mails about the upcoming
Amsterdam conference on Quantified Self. The big director wrote me directly and I sent all the required information for them to evaluate my presentation. I then got off to town with August, this
time by bike, facing a strong wind and eventually crossing the very nice forest to the print shop. There we found ome newly installed training equipment and stood there for some time to test it
before going to the actual print shop. The printed stuff was quite okay and I also got them to print a canvas with one of my paintings, all for my domestic show-room. While waiting for it to be
printed, August and I had a bit of sushi. I did not paid to much attention to him and he was visibly bored several times but the pressure of getting the show-room done and the strong wind, got me
a bit cold. Back home I sat forth installing the printed material such as a three meters high Journal stripe corresponding to a month. I worked hard and all look quite good by now... in a week I
will show a picture to my Prof. Stina, who has by now kindly contacted me.

I am writing from my mobile now, the mobile I always have off and use only to input text for my project, like a tiny typewriter always on my side, for tiny fragmented recollections, like now on
the commuter with August on our way home after a nice going to life adventure. I managed quite allot this morning in terms of work, even writing the pedagogy article, on a book I sort of
appreciated covering the entire pedagogy, a bit in my style, also addressing creative issues. I managed everything just as August woke up. He wanted to go to the movies and we combined this
with a bike ride from Huddinge, the place where previously me and his mother thought of buying a house. The way to the movie theater was very nice indeed, through a forest. I was quite
hesitant about the all idea of seeing a movie but then finally made all the possible considerations and opted for a Swedish comedy which turned out to be very nice and healing. It was about the
husband of a socialist politician who had a dream about becoming a football player and won the lottery to do so. I also won the lottery, the PhD money and decided to pursue my dream, putting
my relationship to a crisis since Liselott did not want me to pursue that dream. I feel that now so strong... It was nice though that August is involved in this and that we still have time to explore
and do things together till the social money to pursue my dream will last and for this I am really fully investing in my talent and trust providence as later I also providentially found a shop selling
the frames I need for two extra pieces of my show room... Now home!

A quite nice day waking up a bit heavy in my head indeed with all these different prototypes now installed in my room... hopefully I will stop thinking about them once i am done installing them.
By now I have to constantly think of different small solutions but today again I made a point to be a bit more with August who is really growing, particularly his character, and I am quite
surprised by him. We then went out to our little park so that we could play a bit and I could train at last after all the last week traveling and then the Easter holidays. We were just quickly at home
to eat and then we were off to the cheap supermarket nearby to get a high quality ice cream. I took August for the first time on top of a nice rock overlooking the bay just behind the supermarket.
Such an amazing place all fucked up by heavily exploited surroundings like a power station, the factories, gas tanks and even a penitentiary on the other side of the water... can't be more fucked
but still quite an amazing place. Today also I thought it would have been great with an access to the water and in fact we found it, August and I. There we played jumping on floating platforms
and have good fun. At home I got August to wash all the condominium staircase and latter I paid him for that. I instead cleaned inside for Myrthe's arrival. In the early evening I took August to
his momy, in a station nearby their place and then I got in central Stockholm to wait for Myrtha at a kebab and make allot of the drawings i haven't really done in the last period, with the show-
room installation on its way...

A day with sweet Myrthe... I was a little cold and gray like the weather and did not stay in bed to sleep with her but got up to update my project and answer a few mails about this approaching




